BEYOND TOPIARY

NeoCon 2020: Introducing our Latest Collections for Contract Environments
With the world experiencing NeoCon together digitally this year, we?ve launched a comprehensive lineup of new collections, introductions to existing
collections, and high-demand pieces inspired by our clients and the unique contract projects they have shared with us. Here?s a roundup of what?s new:
The Ria Stackable Armchair is characterized by a slim, open silhouette and curved, enveloping back which wraps seamlessly forward to support the
arms. Durable, stackable, and offered in eight vibrant finishes, the Ria Armchair is designed for functionality and comfort in high-traffic settings.
The new Akuu collection, by Janice Feldman, sports signature curves in three versatile hues of handwoven JANUSfiber. Designed for poise and
practicality, Akuu Armchairs and Lounge Chairs feature a compelling seat back design and are stackable to four.
Distinctive for its macramé-style reef knot pattern, the best-selling Knot collection designed by Janice Feldman offers new pieces include modular seating
with inviting cushions and relaxed silhouettes in two neutral finishes: Fossil and Shale. The award-winning Anatra collection, created by design icon
Patricia Urquiola, also introduces modular seating along with two new lounge chair designs, all highlighted by expertly handwoven rope details.
The Matisse collection, appealing in its sophisticated simplicity, offers a new mesh armchair in its signature geometric aluminum frame. Additionally, the
beloved Bon Vivant collection of playful poufs in nature-inspired colors welcomes a bench-like long pouf as well as a new Cool Grey hue. We?ve also
expanded the Nexus collection, designed by Janice Feldman, with a new counter stool and side table designed for social spaces big or small. A crowd
favorite, Cone II?s durable HPL tops are now available in a sophisticated new Marble finish that is as elegant as it is easy to maintain.
Last but certainly never least, from the talented team at RIOS, the impressively versatile Rio collection introduced its newest element for urban
environments: a sleek bike rack that creatively interprets Rio?s curves in polished stainless steel. Browse this along with Rio?s coordinating benches,
planters, side tables and moreendless configurations await!

